English or Khmer?
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Will you blog in English or Khmer or both?  What are the pros/cons?


Blog With Your Real Name or  Pen Name?
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What are your concerns?   What is your strategy?



Find People
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Photo by Virak

How will you make the time to search for people who are interested in reading about Cambodia?


Have a Conversation
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Photo by Mean Lux

How will you make the time to leave thoughtful comments on blog posts?

Listen
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Photo by Phitar

Paying attention to what they say. Your blog readers, people who link to you, and people who comment.  How will you listen to them?.


Share
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Photo by Kernweb

How will you make your content shareable with other people?  What issues does that bring up?



Collaborate
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Photo by Stuck in Customs

How much you use social bookmarking or tagging to share resources  with the community of Cambodian bloggers and beyond?


CyberSafety
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What do you need to consider for personal safety?




Exploration
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Staff are encouraged to spend time exploring blogs and other social media and leave comments
How do you answer “why bother” ?



Individual blog
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Set up a single user blog.
Are you comfortable to develop a voice online?

Organisation/Project blogs
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Organisation uses blogs to support projects, programmes, and events
Comfortable with having a conversation with your audience?
Ready to commit to ongoing posting?


Social bookmarking/tagging
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Staff search and bookmark sites with associated keyword tags
Willing to make an effort to share? Can you deal with the messiness?



Video
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Staff and volunteers use video clips to tell stories
Blog to embed the results? How do it well despite limitations of Internet and camera






Podcasting
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What do you want to say to the world?
?

Wiki
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A wiki provides groups with collaborative publishing and workspace
Confident about collaborating

Move to feeds
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Increasing use of blogs and other tools mean most content can read using RSS feeds.
Will people use this as well as email?

Social Networking
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Set up a profile  on Social Networking site and networks there.
Is it the right space for you?

Open source strategy
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Commitment to use OSS wherever possible
What are the benefits?





Photosharing
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Staff are encouraged and supported in the public sharing of photos.
Enthusiastic photographers prepared to share?



Open Source Strategy
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Commitment to use OSS wherever possible
What are the benefits? Problems?


Free email
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Everyone moves to Gmail or similar and integrates with other free web services
Are you happy for Google to hold your data?


Free Web services strategy
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Commitment to reduce desktop software in favor of Google, Yahoo etc
Relies on being always online?


Open Source Strategy
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Commitment to use OSS wherever possible
What are the benefits? Problems?




Creative Commons
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What license is right for you?


Video Blogging
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What stories should be told to the world with a video blog post?

Share your Content
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How might you share your instructional materials and help other people in Cambodia learn to blog?
Cambodia Blog Community
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How might you continue to draw attention to Cambodia by blogging?



Cyber Cambodian
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How can Cambodian maintain a presence on the social web?

Your Choice
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What idea, tool, or strategy might you use?


Cyber Cambodian
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How can Cambodians maintain a presence on the social web?




